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The 2016 Computer Science Education Leadership Summit 3.0 will be on Thursday October 20
on the campus of Arkansas Tech University. Click the button below to register.
Register

In Arkansas, October is Techtober!
Click the logo to check our calendar for a
multitude of events happening in the state this
month!

The Soybean Science Challenge will present a new $200 teacher award at the 2017 regional
and state science fairs. Teachers of students who win the $300 regional Soybean Science
Challenge and $1,000 for the state science fair will receive $200 for teaching, guiding and
engaging students in science research. Please click the logo for more information.

The app challenge gives students hands-on
experience solving real-world problems with
technology. Click the logo for more information.

Another challenge sponsored by the US
Congress. The submission deadline is in 3
weeks. Click for more information.

For news during the month, be sure to check our
website for news as we post it! Click the logo to
go directly to the news area of the website.

Save the Date!
The next STEM Coalition Quarterly Meeting will be Friday, December 2, 2016.

Harding University
STEM Center Focus
The goal of the Lewis "Tony" Finley STEM Center for Math and Science Education is to meet the
needs of P-12 math and science teachers through professional development, graduate classes,
and hands-on training.
The center trains with materials that support mathematics and science education standards and
provides network sessions for them to share their experiences. A wide range of math and
science materials are available for checkout and classroom use. The Lewis "Tony" Finley STEM
Center for Math & Science Education serves teachers by providing access to resources,
materials and professional development.
For more info on Harding University's STEM Center, click the logo below.

